Detection of exudates in fundus images using a Markovian segmentation model.
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is one of the most common causing of vision loss in developed countries. In early stage of DR, some signs like exudates appear in the retinal images. An automatic screening system must be capable to detect these signs properly so that the treatment of the patients may begin in time. The appearance of exudates shows a rich variety regarding their shape and size making automatic detection more challenging. We propose a way for the automatic segmentation of exudates consisting of a candidate extraction step followed by exact contour detection and region-wise classification. More specifically, we extract possible exudate candidates using grayscale morphology and their proper shape is determined by a Markovian segmentation model considering edge information. Finally, we label the candidates as true or false ones by an optimally adjusted SVM classifier. For testing purposes, we considered the publicly available database DiaretDB1, where the proposed method outperformed several state-of-the-art exudate detectors.